Cost-Benefit of incorporating the detection of circulating prostate cells in a screening programme for prostate cancer.
Prostate cancer is the second most common cancer in men after skin cancer, screening is used to detect early stage cancer using serum prostate specific antigen(PSA). A level of PSA 〉 4.0ng/m as a cut-off point or abnormal digital rectal examination (DRE) are used to indicate a prostate biopsy. Nevertheless, non-malignant pathologies can increase serum PSA level so that 70% of biopsies are negative for cancer, and thus potentially unnecessary, causing anxiety, costly clinical tests and prolonged follow-up. Thus the search for new biomarkers is important. Circulating primary prostate cells (CPCs) may be such a marker. We analyze a cohort of patients using CPCs to detect prostate cancer in men with a serum PSA 〉4.0ng/ml or abnormal DRE in terms of cost-benefit. A cohort of 263 patients with a PSA 〉4.0 ng/ml and a test to detect CPCs who underwent prostate biopsy were analyzed. The results of both tests were compared with biopsy results; sensibility, specificity, and predictive values were calculated. Costs of each test, process, drug costs and complications were determined as well as indirect costs. Of the 263 patients, 77 (28.6%) had prostate cancer detected, for the test using CPCs there was a sensibility of 85.7%, specificity of 90.3% and negative predictive value of 93.9%. Thus men CPC negative may not need a prostate biopsy. Potential savings for the 263 patients were between €32,068 in a public health service and €69,253 for inpatient private health insurance patients. Follow up cost were higher in false-positive CPC patients but, as there were fewer false positive patients, total costs were lower. The use of primary CPC detection as a complementary test in men with a serum PSA 〉4.0ng/ml to indicate prostate biopsy is a specific, cost effective test, eliminating approximately 70% of prostate biopsies. This results in a significant health care saving both in direct and indirect costs, in the costs of complications. Implementation costs were minimal as equipment and reagents are part of the routine clinical laboratory. The method deserves further investigation to confirm the results.